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Introduction(1/3)

Estimation by analogy

 Process

• 1) Find one or more projects that are similar to the one to be 

estimated

• 2) Derive the estimate from the values of the selected projects

– If the selected projects have an unusual high or low metric 

values, the value should be adjusted

 Performance

• Pure expert estimation

• Expert estimation informally supported by a history database

• Estimation based on the use of a clustering algorithm to find 

similar projects
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Introduction(2/3)

Regression Toward the Mean(RTM)

 Made by Sir Francis Galton in the late 1800s regarding 

the statistical phenomenon

 Those with extreme scores on any measure at one point 

in time will probably be expected to score closer to the 

mean on a retest than they did on the original test

• Extreme scores happen to fall with or against the initial score 

depending on whether the extreme score is extremely high or low

values

Mean

Project ID
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Introduction(3/3)

Motivation

 None of the RTM phenomenon were carried out in a 

software development context

• The RTM phenomenon in real life situations can be large and 

that people tend to overlook it[Nisbett and Ross, 1980]

Research goal

 Focus on the RTM in estimation of software project 

effort using analogy based approaches

Do RTM-adjustments improve analogy based software effort 

estimation models?

Are software estimators aware of the need for RTM-adjustments?

☞

☞
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Effort estimation with RTM-adjustments

Calculate productivity

 Use RTM-adjusted productivity

• = PCA + ( M – PCA ) * ( 1 – c )

Estimate effort

 Derive from the productivity

• = Sizetarget project * RTM-adjusted productivity

PCA: Productivity of closest projects

M: Mean productivity of similar projects

c: correlation between productivity of closest projects and actual productivity

Distance Historical correlation
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Evaluation of RTM-adjustments(1/6)

Based on the five data sets(Data set A, B, C, D, E)

 Step 1.

• Select (an) analogical project(s)

 Step 2.

• Estimate RTM-adjusted productivity and effort for each project

 Step 3.

• Calculate the mean and median unadjusted and  RTM-adjusted 

estimation accuracy

 Step 4.

• Compare the unadjusted and the adjusted accuracy values
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Evaluation of RTM-adjustments(2/6)

Data set A

 Come from Jeffery’s work[EMSE 96]
Programming Language(C=1, Cobol=2, Mixed=3, 4GL=4)

Architecture(Centralized=1, Distributed=2)

Effort/Size
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Evaluation of RTM-adjustments(3/6)

The estimates of the data set A

 Use Euclidian distance to select the closest project

rtActualEffo

CAeffortrtActualEffo
MRECA


_

Unadjusted estimation RTM-adjusted estimation

T-test(p-value=0.07): statistically significant
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Evaluation of RTM-adjustments(4/6)

Data set B

 Come from Jørgensen’s work[NIK 97]
Effort/Size
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Evaluation of RTM-adjustments(5/6)

The estimates of the data set B

 Find the project using the same development 

environment with the most similar size

Unadjusted estimation RTM-adjusted estimation
T-test(p-value=0.09): statistically significant
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Evaluation of RTM-adjustments(6/6)

Other data sets

 The consistent improvement of the estimates

Data set C Data set D Data set E

Source the M.Sc thesis of 

J.M. Desharnais

Finnish 

companies

the Mermaid 

Esprit project 

Improvement in 

the MMRE

0.42 to 0.35 1.54 to 1.06 2.34 to 1.5

P-value by t-test 0.05 0.12 0.01

RTM-adjustments should be carried out when using analogy 

based estimation
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Expert estimation and RTM(1/6)

Correspondence between the expert estimator 

behavior the RTM-adjustments

 Analyze whether expert estimators behave in 

accordance with the RTM phenomenon

• Are the standard deviation of the estimated productivity less 

than that of the actual productivity?
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Expert estimation and RTM(2/6)

Correspondence between the expert estimator 

behavior the RTM-adjustments(cont’d)

 Test the two data sets that include information about 

expert estimates and actual effort

The expert estimates present the RTM phenomenon without 

having explicit knowledge about the RTM formula

STD-ACT: Std.dev of the actual effort values

STD-EST: Std.dev of the estimated effort values by the expert
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Expert estimation and RTM(3/6)

Degree of the RTM-adjustments

 Study how different adjustments for extremeness are 

made

• Design a small estimation experiment using 38 under-graduate 

students following a course in SE at the Univ. of Oslo

• Students were asked to estimate the productivity of a new 

project(P-NEW)

– They were given information about the results of a 

selection of the two most similar projects(P-11 and P-34) 

from a project database
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Expert estimation and RTM(4/6)

Degree of the RTM-adjustments

 Classified into five strategies

• Use of the 2-closest projects(No RTM)

• Use of the 2-closest projects and a minor adjustment to the 10-

closest projects

• Use of the average of the 10-closest projects and a minor 

adjustment for P-11

• Use of the average of the 10-closest projects

• Use of the average of the 10-closest projects and an 

adjustment for the total average

What would you (based on the available information) suggest as 

productivity estimate for P-NEW? Explain how you derived this estimate.

How the students used the information about the project 

with extremely low productivity(P-11)
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Expert estimation and RTM(5/6)

Degree of the RTM-adjustments

 Results from this experiment

• Most effort estimates regressed toward the mean productivity

• There was a great variety in how much the estimates regressed 

toward the mean and which mean they regressed to
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Expert estimation and RTM(6/6)

Degree of the RTM-adjustments

 Results from this experiment

• The choice of strategy was robust even to the leading question

– Only one of the 8 students using strategy 1 changed to 

another estimation strategy

Assume that the estimation accuracy based on the 2~3 most similar 

projects has, on average, been very low. Does this information have an 

impact on the productivity estimate?

How much this information changed the strategies of the 

students belonging to strategy 1(no RTM)
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Conclusion

Contribution

 Propose analogy-based estimation method with RTM-

adjustments

• RTM-adjustments improve the estimation accuracy

• RTM-adjustments are included in the expert estimates

– There was a substantial variance in how the estimates are 

derived

Further work

 Need to understand the strategies of the expert 

estimators better
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Discussion

It is difficult to use the RTM when the number of 

projects is small and the projects are biased

Which mean should we regress to?

 Although the RTM, the mean value that causes accurate 

effort estimation is not examined

The result can be re-adjusted to make an accurate 

estimation of the effort after RTM-adjustments
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Discussion

The limitation of the analogy-based method is not 

overcome although the RTM-adjustments is used

 When some projects that have an extreme value are 

existed in the history database

• Can be considered a method for outliers with extreme values
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Evaluation of RTM-adjustments

Example of RTM-adjusted estimation

 In case of projectID=8, the closest project is projectID=6

 Calculate productivity

• Use RTM-adjusted productivity

= PCA + ( M – PCA ) * ( 1 – c )

 Estimate effort

• Derive from the productivity

= Sizetarget project * RTM-adjusted productivity

3.8 + ( 2.9 – 3.8 ) * ( 1 – 0.3 ) = 3.2 work-hours per function point

PCA: Productivity of the closest project(projectID=6 (3.8))

M: Mean productivity(2.9)

c: correlation between productivity of closest project and actual productivity(0.3)

∴

160 * 3.2 = 512 work-hours∴
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Project database

Information

 The project database consists of 100 software 

development projects

 The projects vary in productivity from 200 LOC/man-

months to 7000 LOC/man-months

 The average productivity of all 100 projects is 2000 

LOC/man-months

 The average productivity of the ten projects with 

development platform and complexity identical to P-NEW 

is 1000 LOC/man-months

• the two factors considered most important for the productivity
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